-- Unknown

In the eyes of a child...there
is joy, there is laughter...
there is

trust,

hope,

-- My husband Craig to my
Son Hayden (4 months old)

I

" n the sheltered
simplicity of the
first days after a
baby is born,
one sees again

there is

a chance to shape
the future...

finally meet

the magical
closed circle, the

Our beautiful baby boy!
Some people say you
look like your dad

miraculous sense

of two people
existing
only
for each other."

Some think you look like me

But either way is OK

For sending us a special gift
That fills our home with love.
-- Unknown

-- Anne Morrow Lindbergh

"

Maternal love, like an orange

tree, buds and blossoms and
bears at once. When a woman

puts her finger for the first time

into the tiny hand of her baby

A brand new little baby
boy, to fill our lives
and hearts with

joy.

and feels that helpless clutch
which

tightens

her

very

heartstrings, she is born again
with her newborn child."

-- Kate Douglas Wiggin

Small Packages

"You'll never know how
much I love you.....not until
the son becomes a father."

And here on earth we

We thank our Father above

beautiful
Boy.
‐‐ John Lennon

-- Unknown

A precious bundle of joy

Now every night
before we sleep

Our very "own" son
at last home to love.

oh, so sweet

You’re all that we hoped
you
would
be.

beautiful,

straight from above,

You came from heaven,

-- Katherine Hadley

The decision to have a child is to accept that your
heart will forever walk about outside your body.

with is his mom.

The first woman a little boy falls in love

-- Unknown

from a blessing sent

-- Eda J LeShan

A child fills a place in your heart
that you never knew was empty

from the start. Conceived

Special Things Come in

A BABY
The greatest of gifts
That life can bring

and wanted and loved

-- Brienne Kearney

-- Forest Witcraft

You were longed for

A new baby is like the beginning
of all things - wonder, hope, a
dream of possibilities.

The sweetest of
Smiles And a cute
little nose. All
these add up To a
very special thing

but born in our hearts,

bigger!

Ten tiny toes,

your eyes

Have
no
fear
The monsters gone
heʹs on the run
And your Daddyʹs
here
Beautiful,

Born not from our flesh,

place in the heart of God.

Ten little fingers,

Close

Son

Babies make your heart

-- Unknown

Very Own

sky, your little boy had a special

as precious or
brings home so
much love, as a
brand new baby
sent from above.

Our

Even before the stars lit up the

Nothing is

"A Hundred years
from now, it will
not matter what
my bank account
was, the sort of
house I lived in,
or the kind of car
I drove but the
world
may
be
different because
I was important in
the
life
of
a
child."

A perfect summer
day to a little boy
means, a scrape
on the knee, mud
on his face and
collecting bugs in
garden.

